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Elation EPT6IP High-Def LED Video Display for Professional Touring  
   
Elation Professional is offering a new high-definition LED video display panel in its EPT Series of rugged 
IP65-rated touring panels, the EPT6IP. Designed for the unique challenges of the professional touring 
and production market, the new high resolution, high brightness EPT6IP LED video panel checks all the 
boxes rental companies require in a touring standard LED video display.  
 
Featuring outstanding image quality, the EPT6IP is an ultra-bright 6.7mm 
pixel pitch LED panel and the ideal solution for high ambient lighting 
conditions. It uses long-life SMD 3030 LED's in a large format 640mm x 
640mm size and incorporates the latest dot correction technology for 
superior color and brightness uniformity.  
 
The EPT6IP delivers an impressive 5000 Nits of calibrated output, more than 
sufficient for any indoor use and bright enough for virtually any outdoor 
application.  Colors display vividly and consistently with a horizontal and 
vertical viewing angle of 140°. 
 
Each light weight yet durable aluminum frame panel is made up of four easily removable pixel modules 
and a removable power supply module for quick assembly and convenient servicing. The panels are 
designed for rugged touring/production use for both indoor and outdoor use thanks to their IP65 rating. 
 
14-bit grey scale processing makes for a high quality picture with greater detail at lower brightness 
levels and a broadcast-quality 1,920Hz refresh rate means the screen won´t show flickering when used 
in broadcast applications. Average energy draw is a low 101W per panel and a universal auto-sensing 
voltage power supply is included so the EPT6IP can operate wherever it is used in the world. 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
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6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
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The Netherlands 
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